Curious Georgette Goes to Iraq
by Blythe Thimsen

I

T WAS THE FLIGHT ON THE C130 MILITARY
cargo plane that was most terrifying to Georgette
Thornton. Built for short take-offs and landings in combat zones, the planes take-off in a sudden upward swoop,
minus the long gradual climb of commercial airliners;
and the landings involve dramatic drops in altitude followed by steep downward corkscrew spirals. It was going
to be a frightening and uncomfortable ride. Of course, Thornton
wasn’t looking for comfort; she had just left behind her home on
Spokane’s South Hill, trading in her Tivas and summer shorts for
body armor and a Kevlar helmet.
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The flight on the C-130 was part of the journey from Spokane,
Washington, to Baghdad, Iraq, where Thornton spent 15 months
working as a civilian contractor for the ICITAP Corrections
Mission (International Criminal Investigative Training Assistance
Program), a program run by the Department of Justice (DOJ).
Many of our fellow citizens and neighbors in the military have
answered the call to duty, leaving behind families, friends and
jobs to head to the outskirts of the world. Few in that crowd,
however, fit the description of the petite, five foot-two, 57 year-old
woman who cast the comforts of retirement and her cozy house
to the side in order to satisfy a curiosity about what adventures

might lie ahead for her on this challenging and rarely traveled
path. “I went for adventure,” she says. “I did it as much for me to
find out who I was as I did it for the job. I felt really good about
being there.”
If the prospect of spending at least a year in Iraq, helping to
“advise, train, mentor and assist to bring prisons up to the United
Nations International Standards for Treatment of Prisoners,”
seems like daunting work, that is an accurate assessment.
Thornton was well-equipped for the challenge, though. She spent
11 years working in the Orange County jails in Orlando, Florida,
followed by three years here in Spokane, where she served as

Program Manager at the Geiger Correctional Facility.
When her position at Geiger was eliminated in September
2004, retirement seemed like a good option. “I kept crunching
the numbers, asking ‘Can I retire? Can I retire?’” she says. “The
numbers on the piece of paper said I could retire, so I tried it.”
Numbers and life are different, though. While financially it was
possible, Thornton is not one to sit back idly, and soon she was
looking for something new to do.
“When I retired, my friends did their damndest to find me a
job,” she says. “I said ‘it’s going to have to be one hell of a job to
get me to go back to work’.” Just such a job came along in the
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spring of 2006 when, after spending a year as an adjunct profesan air pocket and dropped. A flight attendant who was walksor at Eastern Washington University in their Criminal Justice
ing through the cabin at the time hit her head and was knocked
program, Thornton’s former boss from Geiger, Mike Pannek,
unconscious, meaning the plane had to turn around and take
casually suggested in an email that she should consider applying
her to a hospital in Boston. “It was classic military, hurry up
for the position of Director of Administration for the program he
and wait,” says Thornton, who was getting her first taste of the
was heading up in Iraq.
sometimes frustratingly slow pace of things that awaited her in
“I replied with ‘okay!’” she says of that initial email. “I didn’t
the next year. “Nothing happens quickly or easily in Iraq,” she
hesitate for a minute. When he left [Geiger] and we got emails
says. Finally, their flight left from Boston and flew into Kuwait at
telling what he was doing over there, I always thought ‘oh my
4 a.m., where a bus waited to take them to the Ali Al Salem Air
gosh how cool!’”
Force Base to wait, yet again, for a flight to Baghdad.
While he was home to visit his family in June of 2006, Pannek
“I got off that plane and that was the first time I thought
and Thornton had breakfast
‘holy crap, what did I get
at the Chalet restaurant on
myself into?” says Thornton.
Spokane’s South Hill. Over
“I guess that’s when it finally
plates of pancakes and cups of
hit me what I was doing.
coffee, the specifics of the job
When I hit Ali Al Salem, it
were explained, and Thornton
registered. It was the realizagot excited about the possibiltion. I knew it was going to
ity of a new adventure, despite
be more of the same.”
the location and the sacrifice it
Extreme heat - the therwould require. “Mike Pannek
mometer hovered at the 120
is the only man I would travdegree mark – barren land
el half way around the world
and an uncertainty of what
to work for and with,” says
the next 12 months would
Thornton. “I am so commithold would seem like good
ted to his work. Bottom line, I
incentive to turn around and
went to Iraq to work for Mike
go home for many people.
Pannek; I wanted to be a part
Instead, Thornton was filled
of it.”
with a curiosity and exciteBeing “part of it” meant
ment for what would come
Georgette in her office in the Embassy.
committing to a minimum of
next. “I never regretted it,”
one year in Iraq, and leaving the home, friends and city she loved
she says of her decision to leave the beauty of the Northwest and
dearly. Instead of focusing on what she was giving up, though,
head to the barren land of Iraq.
Thornton looked forward to the adventure and challenge ahead
Regret didn’t even kick in when she had to face the last leg of
of her. “I was very excited to leave,” she says.
her journey aboard the aforementioned C-130 for the flight from
Getting to Iraq is a journey unto itself, which Thornton soon
Kuwait to Baghdad. “That was probably one of my biggest fears,”
found out first hand. The first stop on the journey was a trip to
she says of flying on the C-130. “I don’t fly real well anyway.”
Virginia for two days of processing, where she was the only female
C-130s make the tiniest puddle-jumpers seem like luxury airlines
in a 14-person group of civilin comparison. Large cargo
ian contractors. Side-by-side
planes built for practicality
with big burly men, Thornton
and not comfort, they offer
went through familiarization
neither air pressurization nor
training with a Beretta 9mm,
air conditioning. The seats
M4 rifles and an AK-47, as
are so packed, you are kneewell as tackling mounds of
to-knee with your neighbors,
paperwork to set her up for
and there is little room for
working in Iraq.
moving around, especialThen there was a week at Ft.
ly when you are strapped
Bliss, in El Paso Texas, where
into your flack jacket and
her group went through the
topped of with a helmet, as
same processing U.S. troops go
Thornton and her fellow
through before being deployed,
passengers were required to
with a “down and dirty first
be during the flight. For
responders class”, Middle
anyone who fears flying,
East culture training, meditake-offs and landings are
An Armored Personnel Vehicle, one of Georgette’s modes of transportation.
cal screening and shots.
usually the hardest part of
From Ft. Bliss, she and her fellow contractors flew to JFK
the trip, but on the C-130 the fear factor is amplified. “I went
airport in New York on a “Freedom Flight”, which is a chartered
through a lot of Dramamine and ginger tablets,” says Thornton of
flight for troops and contract civilians going overseas to military
the steps she took to calm her nerves and her stomach.
bases. Leaving JFK in the middle of the night, their flight was
“The ironic part of me and the C-130s is, little did I know, my
one-and-a-half hours out over the Atlantic when the plane hit
job included being liaison to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
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which caused most of my travel.” She would travel all over the
palace was replicated to a much smaller degree with the differcountry to look at prisons, either to plan expansions or remodels
ence between Thornton’s office and her housing. “I went from
to create a properly functioning prison system. “In 15 months
princess to pauper everyday,” she says of her experience living at
there, I had the pleasure of riding in a C-130 26 times,” she says.
the Embassy. The princess part was the time spent in her office,
At Ali Al Salem, Thornton and her travel companions had to
inside one of the main embassy ballrooms, where even the govput their names on a list and wait for a flight to Baghdad. It was
ernment-issued cubicles, which were packed in to accommodate
a two-day wait in the “tent-city” before they could get a flight
all of the employees, could not distract from the grandeur of the
that brought them into the military pax terminal adjacent to the
palace with its mosaics, gold-painted ceilings, massive benches
Baghdad International Airport at 12:30 a.m. on the morning of
carved from marble and opulent pools. Even the spiral staircases
September 27, 2006.
which led to upper floors were carved from solid marble. While
After a night of sleeping on wooden picnic benches and
temperatures reached above 120 outside, the thick marble slabs
duffel bags, the group was transused for the walls and floors
ported the next morning to a locakept the palace cool and
tion where they were picked up by
comfortable.
their ‘personal safety detail’ (PSD).
“Daily I walk through this
“Literally, these guys are former
palace and wonder what all
green berets, swat team members…
the rooms were used for and
and their whole purpose in life is
wonder about the activities
to protect us,” Thornton wrote in
that went on there,” wrote
an email home to friends and famThornton in one of the letily. Thornton’s PSD while she was
ters she emailed regularly
there was known as a Shark Team,
to friends and family back
so whenever she had to go out for
home. “The real irony of
travel, surrounded by her PSD,
all of this is that here I am,
Thornton would say, “I’m swimsurrounded by all of this
ming with the sharks.”
beauty, when right outside
Those “sharks” provided not
the gates there is destruconly safety, but peace of mind for
tion, squalor and poverty.
Exterior of the U.S. Embassy
Thornton, who learned to feel safe in
The main streets are filled
their care. “Their main purpose is to see to my safety, no matter
with trash, crumbled buildings and often overflowing and nonwhere I am going,” she wrote. “To this end, I put my life in their
functional sewers. There seems to be no middle-class here. You
hands every time I ride with a PSD. Not once have I feared for
are either rich or eek out a day-to-day existence, however best you
my well being, since I know that these guys will get me through
can. I was told that much of the middle class fled the country to
the rough waters.”
Kuwait or Jordan with the fall of Saddam and the rest of the popPSDs consisted of four fully armored Suburbans, as well as two
ulation was left behind to survive the war and this aftermath.”
scout cars that would go ahead of the convoy and clear traffic. “It
The pauper side of life emerged for Thornton when she would go
was exciting. I was not afraid at all,”
“home” each evening to the
she says of traveling with the PSDs.
eight by nineteen foot liv“I don’t mean to sound cavalier about
ing quarters that she shared
the danger, but I was never really too
with another person. The
fearful while over there.” Thornton
quarters were tucked into
was in a PSD at least once a week, if
a group of trailers known
not more often, as she traveled into
affectionately as “hooches.”
the Red Zone, or unsafe areas, for
With her half of the hooch
work.
only eight-feet by eight-feet,
On that first day in Baghdad,
the space could accommothe PSD took Thornton to the U.S.
date nothing more than a
Embassy, where she would work and
twin bed, a metal cabinet
live throughout her 15 months in
and night stand. Thornton
Iraq. “The Embassy is fabulous,”
has been practicing a lifeshe says of the building that was
style of simple living for sevonce Saddam Hussein’s presidential
eral years, so adjusting to a
palace, and will eventually become
life of minimalism was not
the Iraqi government’s headquarters.
difficult for her, but it was
Sandbags around the “hooches”
“It’s all marble and grandiose; it’s hard
a stark contrast to the building
to describe.” Everything is gilded in ornate glory, from the chanin which she spent her days.
deliers that hang throughout the palace, to the marble floors and
Also different for her was what she found outside of her “hooch.”
painted ceilings. “Saddam built over 140 palaces,” says Thornton.
The exterior walls were encrusted in thick stacks of sandbags
“The thing that struck me was how he built these beautiful palwhich nestled up against the buildings, giving protection from
aces on the backs of his people.”
incoming mortars. They were also surrounded by twelve-foot
The stark difference between life outside and inside the
high concrete T-walls and separated by eight-foot high bunkers of
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sandbags. The overall effect was a far cry
from the exterior bricks and the shrubs
that surrounded Thornton’s house back
in Spokane.
“I missed the wide-open space, the
trees and the freedom” she says of what
she longed for from her life in Spokane.
Unable to hop in a car and drive to the
store - or walk, as Thornton, who is committed to letting her car sit at least three
days a week, is more likely to do - any
travel she wanted or had to do needed to
be scheduled at least two days in advance
in order to schedule a PSD.
One of the struggles for contractors
and military personnel alike living within the Embassy compound is that there
is rarely an opportunity to be alone.
“What I really missed was space of my
own. There was nowhere to go to be by
yourself; no quiet time.” The interior
perimeter of the compound is large, but
even in that space, it was difficult to find
an area for some time alone. There were
always people around, and if you were
lucky enough to find a semi-vacant area,
you could still hear noises from town.
“You can hear the car bombs going off
in downtown Baghdad and see plumes
of smoke - that is unnerving,” says
Thornton.
Thornton knew there were risks, but
she also knew that it was worth going
to Iraq because the work being done by
ICITAP was so important. As part of
her daily work, Thornton worked with
Iraqi government officials and corrections officers “to help them stand up and
rebuild their prisons.”
The experience let her meet many
Iraqis, something that would not have
happened had she stayed in the comfort and safety of Spokane. “The Iraqi
people are wonderful people,” she says.
“Their whole lives are built around their
families. They are very giving. They are
a very loving people. The Iraqi people
want good, they want to live without
fears, but they can’t. It’s fear of violence,
fear of unknown; their infrastructure is
so broken.”
That broken infrastructure proved to
be part of the challenge that she and her
team faced as they tried to help rebuild
the prison system. She says the lessons
the DOJ is trying to teach the Iraqi
prison workers are ones that would seem
obvious to us, but applied in the Iraqi
culture are not natural for them. For
example, the simple act of locking cell
doors in prison is not something that is
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Above: The winning raft from the Palace Pool Regatta.
Below: A chandelier and ornate ceiling in the Embassy.

Above: One of the marble staircases in the Embassy.
Below: The deatil work on the floors is stunning.

enforced in their prisons; the very meaning of being locked up is not something
they are used to. Iraqi prisoners are very
different from those found in correctional
facilities here in the states. “Iraqi prisoners
are very different; they are much more passive,” says Thornton. Teaching the lessons
needed to run prisons that adhere to the
United Nations International Standards
for Treatment of Prisoners proved to be
challenging.
“We are trying to change 3,000 years
of thinking, based on less than 300 years
of democracy and were trying to do that
in three years,” she says. “The culture is
working against us, the religion is working
against us, and the government is working
against us.”
With so much work to do – on average
Thornton was in the office seven days a
week, usually ten to 12 hours, although
only four to five on her days “off” – and
the added strain of being away from home,
a conscious effort was made to ensure
that there were plenty of opportunities
for relaxation for those housed at the
Embassy. A gym was on site, and movies
were shown every evening, while a variety
of yoga classes, worship services and Bible
studies were offered. Karaoke and dancing
were held around the pool in the evenings,
and even Halloween was celebrated with a
costume party.
One fun event that Thornton took
pictures of and sent home to friends and
family was the Palace Pool Regatta, which
was held in August. Teams competed by
making rafts out of empty water bottles.
The rafts had to be sturdy enough to race
across the palace pool while carrying at
least one passenger. The winning raft was
named “Old Ironsides” and was built and
sailed by the team of Italian Caribinari
(police). Events like this built camaraderie, helped relived stress that came with
the territory, and helped take employees’
minds off of what they had left behind to
come work there.
Meals were another area where efforts
were made to help people forget where
they were for just a while. The food was
delicious, which was a welcome treat, but
one that left somewhat of a bad taste in
Thornton’s mouth, knowing not everyone in the country was privy to such
indulgences. “I had a real problem with
how they fed us,” she says. “Prime rib
and lobster on Sunday, steak and crab
on Wednesday. It was obscene. I had a
problem with the opulence the American
government provided us. I felt guilty havSPOKANE CDA LIVING / March 2008
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ing bottled water always available. Its not
that I begrudge our soldiers being treated
that way, but I felt guilty sitting in the
Embassy having those luxuries available
to me when I knew our troops were sitting
out in 130 heat, wearing body armor and
eating MREs.”
Being grateful for how good she had it
in her eight-by-eight foot “hooch” space,
while soldiers were out in the field isn’t
the only thing which Thornton learned to
appreciate. As the months progressed and
she met local Iraqis and saw the everyday
struggles they faced in life, and as she got
more and more used to life away from the
comforts of home in Spokane, she realized how much she had for which to be
thankful.
“I will never complain about standing
in line at a grocery store,” she says of the
lines at her local Super 1, with its fully
stocked shelves, fresh produce, low prices
and quick service.
The independence and anonymity of
life in Spokane was another long lost treat
for which she longed. “I couldn’t walk
anywhere without wearing an ID badge,”
she says of the badge which was worn in
a pouch around her neck and became a
permanent accessory, day-in and day-out.
With three security checkpoints between
Thornton’s “hooch” and her office, a path
she traveled multiple times a day, she had
to have her badge to get through, every
single time, even though the guards knew
her by name and saw her multiple times
per day. She couldn’t even go to the dining room without her ID, which made her
appreciate the freedom and independence
of home.
“We have so much available to us that
we take for granted,” she says of life on
U.S. soil. “Water out of the tap, heat in
our homes, availability to visit neighbors or
go to the park without fear of a bombing;
the safety of walking down the sidewalk
and having no fear of a mortar coming in.
When I was walking the [interior] perimeter for exercise, I always had to pay attention to where the duck and cover bunkers
were.” Duck and cover bunkers are large,
bright yellow U-shaped concrete shelters
turned upside down, which offer shelter in
case of a mortar attack.
That feeling of being on edge could
make every day in Iraq one that was ruled
by fear, but Thornton decided before she
left that fear would not be ruling her while
she was in Iraq or while she was in Spokane.
“You can’t live in fear,” she says, describing
part of what lead her to make the decision
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Above: You don’t see that at home!
Below: The tent-city at Ali Al Salem.

Above: A duck and cover bunker.
Below: Thornton with Iraqi children who live with their
mothers at one of the women’s prisons she visited.

to go. On June 11, 2006, three months
before she left for Iraq, Thornton was
driving to visit friends in Spokane Valley
when a car ran a red light at the intersection of Fourth and Washington, coming within inches of hitting her as she
made her way through the intersection.
“That’s how close you come every day to
your own mortality. Whether it is a car
of teenagers in Spokane or a rocket in
Iraq, I cannot live my life in fear. I think
that is what allowed me to go to Iraq. I
am aware of the dangers in life, but I will
not succumb to them.”
Thornton did not succumb to any of the
dangers or fears of life in Iraq. Throughout
her 15 months there, she traveled throughout
the country, met amazing people, witnessed
historic events, had a few scary moments
and even found some time to travel, taking
in the sites of Greece and Jordan to name
a few. After 15 exhausting, busy and at
times frustrating months in Iraq, Thornton
knew it was time to come home. “It is a
very addictive environment and it was very
hard for me to leave,” she says. “I knew I
was going to miss it, but I was getting very
weary and ready to come home.
“I miss the people I left behind…I met
some incredible people over there and
worked with some of the finest in my
profession. I honor my colleagues who
are there working side by side with Iraqis
everyday. They are working to find a different way, a better way to provide humane
treatment in prisons.”
Knowing she had done her job, made
her contribution and now was ready to
come home, Thornton quietly returned to
Spokane right before Christmas. She told
only two people in town she was coming
home. When the time was right she would
surprise each of her friends and let them
know she had returned. First though, she
wanted to sit by the window in her quiet
house, look out at the snow and pet her cat,
which is exactly what she did.
Now that she has reconnected with
her friends and the city that she loves,
Thornton has had a chance to think
back on her grand adventures. “I believe
everybody has the opportunity to be
who they can be if they have the courage to try,” she says. “I never would have
forgiven myself if I hadn’t gone. I just
see myself as a regular person having an
adventure.”
So what adventure is next for
Thornton? The future is wide open for
whatever piques her curiosity – but it
probably won’t involve a C-130.
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